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ON THE n-SECTION OF AN ANGLE. 

By REV. R. D. CARMICHAEL, Hartselle, Alabama. 

The locus of the polar equation r=a cos a is readily applicable to the 
it 

problem of the n-section of angle. We plot a segment of the curve for n-3. 
Let OA=--a, and let 0 be the origin. 

Construct the circullar segment A QM with 0 as 
center. The given locus and the circle coincide M 
at A. Place the angle whose uith part is required \ 
in the position OAP, P a point on the given p 
locus. Draw PQ perpendicular to OP. The 
angle AOQ is the required nth part of AOP. 

n-1 
For, OP-a cos 9, 9 the angle AOP; hence __ -_-___ 

PQ-a sin 9; and therefore Z POQ=? 0 9- Fig. 1. n it 
9 

then, LAO Q= -. For the case constructed, n=3, this gives the trisection 

of the angle. 
lt is desirable to have some method of describing this curve by continuous 

motion. Let L in the above figure be the middle point of OQ. Then, since OPQ 
is a right angle, PL-zOL=LQ. Draw LN perpendicular to PQ. It is parallel 

to OP. Therefore zNLQ=ZPOQ=4ZPLQ. Hence, ZPLQ= (itn1) 0. Now, 
n 

let a material circle be fixed to PL with center at L. Also, let another circle 
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whose radius is 2(n-1) times that of the former be fixed to the plane of the 
paper with center at 0. Let a tight band pass around both circles crossing be- 
tween them. It is evident now that, as OQ revolves about 0, the point P will 
describe the locus in question. This follows from the fact that always 

zAOQ= ?, and ZPLQ-2(nl)O. n ~~~~n 
Now, if the fixed circle at 0 is of radius i -1, and the circle fixed at L is 

of radius i, the locus of P is another curve whose equation is r_a cos 8 ;and by 

means of this curve we may in an identical manner effect the n-section of the 
angle, in this case cutting off the smaller section from the other side of the angle. 

Another curve for the same purpose may 
be described as follows: 

Let OA and AB be two rods, each of 
length a, jointed at A, and let OA be fixed at 0. 
Let a circle of radius n be fixed to the plane of / 
the paper at 0, and let another circle of radius lQ 
n-1 be fixed to AB with center at A. Pass a 
tight band taround the two circles not crossing 
between them. As AO revolves about 0, AB 0 _ 
revolves about A in the opposite direction. If Fig. 2. 

L POA=o (= Z QAM), then / BAM =--O. n 
01 

Therefore, Z BAQ=-. At 0 draw O parallel to AB. Z POC=-. Z POA, n n 
and the ni-section of an angle is therefore readily effected. For, place the given 
angle in the position POM. Lay off OA-a; with a radius a and A as center, 
draw an are cutting the given locus at B. Draw AB, and also o0 parallel to AB. 

The equations of this curve are readily expressed by means of the auxil- 
iary angle 0. They are 

x-a(cos 0 + cos-), y=a(sin 0+sin-). 

If the circle attached at A has a radius 1 instead of n-1, the equations of 
the corresponding l*ocus are 

n-i n -i x=a(cos 0+ cos 0), y=-a(sin 0 + sin 0). n it 

By means of this locus also the n-section of an angle is readily effected in a man- 
ner similar to the last method above. 
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